CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
ASSOCIATION
NEWSLETTER
DECEMBER 2019
Next Meeting

-

6:45 PM - Tuesday, December 10, 2019

Chippewa Valley Museum, Eau Claire, WI
Carson Park, Eau Claire, WI
Update Highlights:
• Shop set up for winter projects, November 10th.
• Elections held November 12th.
• Move G-16 coach in for inspection, November 17th
• G-16 truck inspection began, November 22nd
• Began spring switch mechanism installation on the West Branch Line, November 24th.
• Complete installation of switch mechanism, November 25th. Fine tuning now required.

G-16 Coach Work. Byron Bobb, Marc Brown, Andy Stanton, Max Koehn, Andy Doney, and Dave
Peterson gather heads together to separate the coach from its trucks without our crane, now out
of service. First, the truck safety catches were removed. We inserted 2x4’s through the window
openings and, with enough help, the coach was lifted up. The coach set on 2x’s and jacks.
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Coach Work.
Byron Bobb pushes the flat car the
raised coach . It was lowered onto
the flat car, flipped on its side, and
moved to the turntable, rotated 180o,
and placed on the adjacent track
ready for work.
The position of the coach floor will
access to the electrical raceway for
upgrading the wiring. The vacuum
lines will be inspected for leaks, etc.
The trucks will be inspected and
springs, etc. will adjusted as required.
The bearings will greased.
We will repeat this with the second
coach.

Pictures - Dave Peterson
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Past History

Green Lake Wisconsin about 1981
For some crazy reason, we decided to buy
another train set after only beginning to run a train
in 1978. The lure was a back up locomotive to No.
19. The train also came with a lot of rail and ties.
We needed the rail to complete our first track
layout. We discovered we bought enough to dual
gauge initial track with reversing loops at each
end.
Green Lake Wisconsin about 1981
We made one trip to see the train set. Another to take up the rail and ties. Another to pick up the
train and as many ties as we could load in Dell Construction’s truck and trailer. These pictures are
from that pick up. Another trip with Army Reserve unit’s equipment to pick up the rail and remaining
ties.
We stored the locomotive and coaches at Dell Construction until the roundhouse was built by the
District One Technical College, now CVTC.
The crew pictured is Bob Johnson, Dave Peterson, Dave Tiffany, Amos Gohlish, Byron Bobb, and
Tim Baker.
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